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In this note we discussthe existenceand projectabilityof gradedextensionsof ordinary
Poissonbrackets.We will show that thereare topological obstructionsto both problems.
To prove it we usea new algebraiccharacterizationof gradedPoissonbracketson graded
manifolds basedon a characterizationof derivationson the exterior algebraof a vector
bundle.
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1. The extensionproblem

A gradedPoissonmanifold (oraPoissonsupermanifold)[11 is apair (P,A),
whereA is asheafof PoissonsuperalgebrasoverP and(P,A) isasupermanifold
in the senseof Kostant [51.The gradedLie algebrastructure{ , } of the sheaf
A will be called the gradedPoissonbracketof the supermanifold.Most of the
resultsin this notecanbe extendedeasilyto odd Poissonbracketsbut we will
restrictin whatfollows to evenPoissonbrackets.We shouldremarkthatagraded
Poissonbracket { , } inducesa Poissonbracketon the underlyingmanifold P
suchthat the augmentationmaprestrictedto A0 is a Poissonmorphism.

As is well known, any smoothsupermanifold(M,A) is simple or split, i.e.
isomorphicto a supermanifoldwhosesheafof superfunctionsis the sheafof
sectionsof the exterior algebraAE of a vector bundleE —~ M. The vector
bundleE is called the conormalbundleof the supermanifold(M,A). Givena
Poissonmanifold P with a Poissonstructure{ , }p anda vectorbundleE —*

we can considerthe existenceof a gradedPoissonbracket { , } on the sheaf
F(AE) such that {F, G} = {F, G}p for all F, G e C°~(P). We can statethis
problemin termsof abstractgradedmanifoldsas follows.
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Extensionproblem. Let (P,A) be a gradedmanifold overthe Poissonmanifold

(P, {, }p). DoesthereexistagradedPoissonbracket{, } on (P, A) anda splitting
p C~ A suchthat {p(F).p(G)} = p({F, G}p) for all F, GeC~?

Notice that, if the extensionproblem hasa solution,then the splittingp is a
Poissonretraction.A gradedPoissonbracketon (P,A) will be calledprojectable
if it is asolutionof the extensionproblemfor the inducedPoissonbracketon P,
and it will also be said that a projectablePoissonbracket is an extensionalong
a retractionmapof an ordinaryPoissonbracket.It happensthat the existence
of projectablePoissongradedbracketson (P,A) dependson the topological
propertiesof the conormalbundleE, as the following theoremshows.

Theorem 1. Let (P. A) be a graded manifold with conormal bundleE and let
{ , }p be a constant rank Poissonbracketon ~ then thereexistsa projectahie
gradedPoissonbracketon A inducingthe Poissonbracket{ }p on P if and onli’
if thereexistsa connectionon E whosecurvaturevanishesalong the svmplectic
leavesof{ , }p.

Corollary 2. Any projectablesvmplecticsupermanifold(M,A) is isomorphicto
a flat syinplecticsuperinanifold(M.F (AE)).

It wasprovedin ref. [4] andrefinedlater in ref. [81. thatanysupermanifold
whoseunderlyingdifferentiablemanifold hasanexactsymplecticstructurecan

beendowedwith a gradedsymplecticstructure,It is an immediateconsequence
of corollary 2 that thesesymplecticsupermanifoldscannotbe projectableunless
their conormalbundle is flat. In the sameway of reasoningit is noticeable
that the canonicalgradedsymplecticstructureon the cotangentsupermanifold

(T*M, T*A) of a gradedmanifold (M,A) (see ref. [51)is projectableiff the
conormalbundle E of A is flat (notice that the conormal bundle of TtA is
E ~ E*). However, the graded version of the Darbouxtheoremassuresthat
wecan find canonicalsupercoordinatesfor gradedsymplecticstructures.If the

gradedsymplecticform is not projectablethesecanonicalsupercoordinateswill
neverdefinea splittingof the underlyinggradedmanifold. It is also remarkable
that thereareno gradedextensionsof Poissonbracketsto the Cartanalgebraof
a given Poissonmanifold unlessthe tangentbundleof the manifold is flat (see
for examplethe discussionsin refs. [2] and [6]).

2. A characterization of graded Poissonbrackets

A derivationD of A is called a gradedvectorfield on (P,A) and the sheaf
of derivationsis naturallya sheafof gradedLie algebras.Given a splittingof A
we can identify it with the sheafF ( , AE). The Poissonsuperbracket{ . } is a
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derivation on each argument and consequently, for any superfunction h on P,
the linear operator {h, . } defines a supervector field Dh called the Hamiltonian
supervectorfield associatedto the Hamiltonian function h.

Let TP —p P be the tangent bundle over P and F(AE ® TP) the F(AE)-
module of smooth sectionsof AE ® TP. Let V be a linear connection in E. If
K = f(k) ® X e Ak(E) ® TP, we definethe endomorphismVK : F(AE) —~

F(AE) by VKU = f(k)Vxu, where u ~ F(AE), and if K e F(AE ® TP),
we define VK by its linear extension.It is obvious that VK thus defined is a
derivation and we call it the proper derivation associated to K through V.

Now, we shall define another type of derivations, the algebraic ones. Let E*
P be the dual bundle of E, and let f’(AE ® E~)be the F(AE)-module of
smooth sections of AE ®E~’.If L = f(k 0 evE Ak(E) ®F(E*), we define the
endomorphismiL : F(AE) —~ F(AE) by iLU = f(k)i~u, where u e F(AE)
and i~,is the interior multiplication. If L e F (AE ® E*), we define 1L by its
linear extension. It is clear that 1L is a derivation and acts trivially on the smooth
functions on P. Wewill call IL the algebraicderivationassociatedto L.

With the help of aconnectionV on E, we can characterizethe gradedvector
fieldson (P,F( , AE)). Let D beaderivationon F(AE); thenthereareunique
fields K E F(AE ® TP) and L e F(AE 0 E~)such that D = VK + 1L [7,3].

The graded commutator of two algebraic derivations, [1(L
1 ), i (L2)], is again

an algebraic derivation; thus, there is a unique element EL1, L2]RN ~ F(AE 0
E*) such that [i(Li),i(L2)] = i([Ll,L2]RN).Thefield [L1,L2]RN ~F(AE®
E

t) is called the Richardson—Nijenhuis bracket of L
1 and L2. With this bracket

the space E(A*+IE ® E~)becomes a graded Lie algebra. When E = T*P this
bracket is the usual Richardson—Nijenhuis bracket.

The graded commutator of two proper derivations, [VK, VK2], is again a
derivation; then there are uniqueelements [K1, K2]~e F(AE ® TP) and
R(K1,K2) e F(AE ® E~)such that [VKI,VK2I = V[KI,K21~ + lR(K1,K2)~We
shall call [K1,K2]~ e F(AE 0 TP) the Frölicher—Nijenhuisbracketof K1
and K2 with respect to V, but notice that it is not a Lie bracket and that it
does not agree with the usual Frölicher—Nijenhuis bracket when E = PP. It is
also noticeable that for vector fields X, Y we have that [X, Y]FN = [X, Yl, the
usual Lie bracket, and R(X, Y) is the curvature tensor of the linear connection
V acting on X, Y.

The graded Hamiltonian vector field Df is a derivation of degree If and again,
given a fixed connection V on E, there exist unique Kf e F(A~J~E® TP) and
Lf e F(AlfI+’E 0 E*) such that Dj = VK~+ lL~~

Let F be a vector bundle over P; then F(AE ®F) can be seen as a F(AE)-
module. A mapD : F(AE) —+ F(AE®F) is called a derivation of degree DI if
D(fg) = D(f)g + (—1 )ID1IJIfD(g). Then it is simple to show that the map
K F(AE) —~ F(AE® TP) defined byf ~ K~is a derivation ofdegree 0, and
the map L : F(AE) —~ T’(AE ® E*) defined by f ‘—~ (_l)11 IL~ is a derivation
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of degree 1. Thus, given a pair of derivations as before, (K. L), wecanconstruct
a bracket on F(AE) satisfying Leibniz’ rule by means of the formula

{.f,g} = VK~g+ (—)‘
1~iL

5g. (1)

The characterizationof derivationsis extendedby the following

Proposition 3. Let D be a derivationfrom F(AE) into F(AE ~ F) and let V he
a linear connectionin E. Thenthereare uniquefields ~ e F(AE oF® TP) and

y E F (AE ® F ® E*) suchthat D = Vç*, + /~,whereV, andi~are derivations
from F(AE) into F(AE ® F) definedanalogouslyto derivationsofF(AE).

Let us apply this characterization to the two derivations associated to a graded
Poisson bracket. K is a derivation from F(AE) into F(AE ® TP); then, by
proposition 3, it defines uniquely two tensors H e T(AE ® TP 0 TP) and
~ e F(AE ® TP ® E*). On the other hand L is a derivation from F(AE)
into F(AE® E*)~F = E* in the notation of thepreviousproposition,thusit is
definedbytwo moretensors,~ E F(AE®E*®TP) andSe F(AE®E*®E*).
Now, it is easyto check that the gradedcommutativity of the gradedPoisson

bracketimplies that H e T(AE ® A
2TP). S e F(AE ® S~E~)andthat c1 is

the transpositionof ~. We get thenthe following

Proposition 4. Let { , } be a graded bracketon F (AE) sat/sfring gradedcom-
mutativity andLeibniz’ rule; then,givena connectionin E, thegradedbracket is
uniqueii’ determinedhi’ threetensorsH e F(AE®A2TP), ~‘ e F (AE®TP®E*)
andS e F(AE ®S2E*).

Thebracketconstructedusingeq. (1) satisfiesLeibniz’ rulebutnotnecessarily
thegradedJacobiidentity. Writting the gradedJacobiidentity in terms of the
derivationsVK, 1L, we get

K{ f.g} = [Kf, Kg]~+ /LjKg — ( I )®~/LgKf. (2)

L{fg} = R(K
1. Kg) + VKfL5 — (— I )lJI~~lV~gLf+ [Lf, Lg]RN, (3)

and R denotesthe linear extensionto F(AE ® TP) of the curvatureof the
connectionV. Let uswrite K2 (resp.L~.)for the partof degreen of Kf (resp.
L1). The partof degreezeroof (2) is

0 i 0 Oi L-~O

K{J~g}= ~Kf,Kgj + tLiJ~g—

and the part of degree 1 of (3) is

L~fg}= R(K~.K~)+ VKoL~ — VKoL~ + [L~, L~]RN. (5)
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Proofof the extensionproblem. Let us supposethat thereexistsa connection

V on E such that L} = 0 for all f e F(AE). For such a connectionwe get
immediatelyfrom (5) that0 = R(K~0,Kg0). Moreover,sincethegradedPoisson

bracket is an extension, then K~’,i is the Hamiltonian vector field Xf
0 associated

to fo e C°’~(P) usingthe Poissonbracket { , }p. Therefore the curvature of the
connection vanishes on the vector fields of the characteristic distribution of 710,

i.e., on the symplectic leaves of P.
Let us prove now that thereexistsa connectionsuch that L} = 0 for all

f e F(AE). Let C be the characteristicdistribution definedby the constant
rank Poisson structure { , }p and let D be a complementary distribution such
that C ~ D = TP. Let K, L be the operators defined by the graded Poisson
bracketextension.Let us define a one-form on C with valuesin E + E* by
meansof A(XF) = Lj~for all F e C~(P).Then A is definedon all vector
fields in C because the Hamiltonian vector fields X~generate the subbundle C
of TP. Then, finally let usdefineA(X) = A(Xc) for all vectorfields X in P,
whereX = X~’+ XD, XC e C andX’~e D. Becauseof the tensorialityof L we
havea well-definedA: TP —* E 0 E* that depends only on the choiceof D. Let
usdefineanotherconnectionV’, by writing V~ = Vx + iA(x); then it is clear

that we have (L~,-)’= 0 for all f e F(AE).
Conversely,let ussupposethat thereexistsa connectionV on E whosecur-

vaturevanishesalong symplecticleavesof the Poissonmanifold P. In order to

defineagradedPoissonbracketwe mustspecifytwo derivationsK andL sat-
isfying eqs. (2), (3). Let K : F(AE) —* F(AE 0 TP) be the derivation Vr,
where m is the Poisson tensor field associated to the Poisson bracket { , }p, and
let L = 0. In a coordinatebasis,if

,8F DG
{F,G}p =

for F, GeC~(P),the actionof the derivationK on f eF(AE) is given by

Kf = Vzf = it’~V~f® d/3x~,

whereV1 denotesVaiaxi. Therefore,thegradedPoissonbracketof f, g C F (AE)

is given using (1) by

{f,g} = Dfg = VKfg = m’~V~fV1g.

Gradedcommutativity is thus immediate,as well as Leibniz’ rule due to the
choice of derivations.The only point that remainsto be provedis the graded
Jacobiidentity. We haveto check formulas (2) and (3). With our choice of
operatorsK, L and having in mind that the curvaturevanisheson sympletic
leaves,the secondone reducesto a trivial identity. Indeed,

R(Kf,Kg) = V1fV1gR(K~,K~1)= 0,
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and a simple computation shows that K{fg} = [K1, Kg ]i~, for all f, g e
F(AE).
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